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Abstract: Vehicle-to-grid (V2G) technology has emerged as a promising solution for enhancing the
integration of electric vehicles (EVs) into the electric grid, offering benefits, such as distributed energy
resource (DER) integration, grid stability support, and peak demand management, among others, as
well as environmental advantages. This study provides a comprehensive review of V2G systems,
with a specific focus on the role of the communication, as they have been identified as key enablers, as
well as the challenges that V2G must face. It begins by introducing the fundamentals of V2G systems,
including their architecture, operation, and a description of the benefits for different sectors. It then
delves into the communication technologies and protocols in V2G systems, highlighting the key
requirements in achieving reliable and efficient communication between EVs and the different agents
involved. A comprehensive review of communication standards is described, as well as the main
communication technologies, which are evaluated in terms of their suitability for V2G applications.
Furthermore, the study discusses the challenges and environmental implications of V2G technology,
emphasizing the importance of addressing strong and reliable communications to maximize its poten-
tial benefits. Finally, future research directions and potential solutions for overcoming challenges in
V2G systems are outlined, offering useful insights for researchers, policymakers, and administrations
as well as related industry stakeholders.

Keywords: energy; communications; vehicle to grid; distributed energy resources; e-mobility; smart
grids; grid integration

1. Introduction

Nowadays, most electric vehicle (EV) fleets are conceived as devices that connect to
the grid to charge their batteries when necessary. With the rise of electric mobility and
EVs, batteries, considered as passive elements, are increasingly regarded as portable energy
storage systems that can supply energy when needed, as a type of distributed energy
resource (DER) and, more specifically, energy storage DER (ES-DER). This conception is
especially relevant considering that studies indicate that vehicles are not in use for active
transportation up to 95% of the time [1] In this scenario, the electric vehicle infrastructure,
composed of electric vehicle charging stations (EVCS) or electric vehicle supply equipment
(EVSE), is also conceived as a passive element, with a fixed and predetermined operation,
whose planning, design, construction, and commissioning processes do not consider the
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potential network features and limitations, the density of the number of charging stations,
and their simultaneous charging demand at each given time, among other issues. They also
lack coordination with other installations such as renewable sources and storage devices.
All these planning and operative conditions can alter the energy demand, power quality
and communications in the grid. In addition, neither their design for the full life cycle nor
their operation is aligned with environmental criteria.

Toward the energy transition and new forms of mobility, in which it is expected
that EV sales will surpass gas-powered cars by 2040, the massive and fast deployment
of charging points (CPs) is a fundamental pillar to supply an incipient demand in the
mobility sector, with a global market impact expected to be over EUR 325,000 million by
2032 [2]. Only in the European context, in order to meet the environmental and carbon-
neutrality requirements, at least 3.4 million operational public charging points will be
necessary by 2030, in contrast to the 340,000 CPs currently installed [3]. That would require
an acceleration from about 1600 installations of public CPs a week in 2021 to more than
10,000 a week in 2030 in Europe.

This massive deployment of EV CPs is a challenge, not only from the point of view of
the electricity system itself but also from the impact on communications, and will make
the requirements of EVSEs and other agents involved increasingly demanding and able
to provide new services beyond classical ‘plug & charge’ charging, evolving towards
active and collaborative elements. Hence, it will be necessary to apply strong and reliable
communications and data techniques that guarantee their operation in an increasingly
demanding context. As a result, communications will become a must for V2G. In addition,
the inclusion of sustainability and circular economy concepts during the definition of the
technology will generate a competitive advantage when implementing environmentally
friendly charging systems, as these concepts are embedded in the technology from the
early stages.

In this context, the concept of vehicle to everything (V2X) arises as a set of techniques
encompassing the principle of smart charging and bidirectional power flows. Among them,
options including Unidirectional Smart Charging (V1G), vehicle to grid (V2G), vehicle to
building (V2B) and vehicle to home (V2H) can be found. The concept of V1G corresponds
to the classical definition of charging, considering only one direction of energy flow from
the grid to the vehicle, while the other techniques refer to a controllable energy flow both
from the grid to the vehicle to charge the batteries and from the vehicle to another system:
grid, buildings, and households, resulting in V2G, V2B, and V2H, respectively.

V2G currently generates the most research interest because of its potential and possibil-
ity to increase the cost-efficiency of charging, as well as an increase in grid efficiency. Since
EVSEs are, nowadays, deployed in isolation and with local load control, without consider-
ing the nearby ecosystem of CPs (density and type of points, close load and generation, etc.)
or the casuistry of the electricity grid itself (voltage drops, grid overloads, topology, phase
imbalances, etc.), possible problems can be derived from these dynamics. In extreme grid
events, the network could undergo supply shortages, grid asset overloading, inefficient
behavior of the EVSEs (affecting, by extension, the EVs themselves and end users), compro-
mising the quality and reliability of the electrical system, and resulting in higher energy
losses. In addition, uncontrolled EV charging could lead to a substantial reduction in the
lifetime of an EV battery, hence affecting the end user. Considering the extensive quantity
and diverse variety of EVSEs installed, from multiple manufacturers which incorporate
different technologies, ensuring the interoperability becomes crucial to guaranteeing the
success of V2G techniques, as well as to secure investments and user satisfaction.

Additionally, distribution system operators (DSOs), in charge of managing and oper-
ating these active electricity grids, are expected to face technical challenges and increased
complexity in grid operation derived from the massification of electric mobility and deploy-
ment of renewable generation. In fact, EV charging is one of the main future challenges
in distribution, due to the wide range of phenomena that it can cause [4], as previously
indicated (such as displacement of the demand curve, overloading of lines, increased
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energy losses, imbalances and voltage drops, increased harmonics, investments in grid
reinforcements and expansion, etc.). Therefore, techniques such as V2G can help to mini-
mize these negative impacts on the grid in terms of cost, quality, and security of the energy
supply when significant penetration levels of these resources are adopted, and which, in
turn, contemplate the business models, roles, and functions defined for all agents involved
in EV charging (DSO, charging aggregators/managers, end users, battery manufacturers,
etc.). V2G is also a promising way to store energy in the grid, especially needed during
the transition to renewable energy, since leveraging a two-way flow of electricity from
EV battery storage to balance power supply and demand could also help global efforts to
integrate more renewables into the power mix [5]. Currently, EU passenger EVs would
have up to three terawatt-hours of available battery capacity, which is equivalent to 40% of
the EU’s daily average energy demand [3].

From the point of view of effect over communications, it has been demonstrated that
power converters located within CPs generate a high level of electrical noise and emissions,
which are transmitted through the electrical cable. Since the noise and emissions are located
at the frequencies used by power line communications (PLCs), communications can be
affected. In a scenario with thousands of CPs connected in the same sector of the power grid,
the impact on communications will be multiplied. Last but not least, another perspective
addressed in this review is the consideration of environmental challenges as a whole, as
the impact minimization should be understood not only from the electricity system and
communications perspectives, thus providing a transversal view of the challenges that V2G
will face in the coming future.

The key innovative insights that this study presents can be summarized as follows:

• Dynamic convergence of V2G technology with latest advancements in communications
and data science, exploring how the latter can revolutionize energy management
and optimization.

• Transformative role of data science in enhancing grid resilience and efficiency through
machine learning algorithms and data processing techniques, providing insights into
proactive V2G strategies.

• Sustainability challenge assessment by evaluating the environmental implications of
V2G integration, including several perspectives, such as batteries’ issues, grid and
charging systems, and users themselves.

• Emerging trends and future directions towards V2G success, envisioning a roadmap
for continued advancements in communications-enabled V2G systems, data-driven
decision making, and sustainable energy solutions.

This study contributes to the existing related research with key insights about data,
communications, and the current challenges of V2G, aiming to help administrators, re-
searchers, and relevant stakeholders (utilities, manufacturers, etc.) towards the adoption
and improvement of V2G systems in the coming years.

The document is structured as follows: Section 2 revises the V2G concept as well as
the main benefits and future considerations; Section 3 comprehensively reviews V2G com-
munications and standards, while Section 4 highlights current and future V2G challenges
and how data and communications can help to tackle them; finally, Section 5 compiles the
main conclusions of the work and highlights relevant considerations for the future of V2G.

2. Overview of Vehicle to Grid
2.1. Description of Vehicle to Grid

The term V2G encompasses the systems, techniques, and technologies that allow
EVs to interface with the power grid to provide demand response services by delivering
bidirectional electricity exchange [6]. The concept of V2G goes back to the late 1990s, where
the first insights of the value of power flowing from vehicle to utility were identified [7].
From then on, different approaches and demonstration experiences have been developed
to illustrate the possibilities and potential benefits of the V2G concept to overcome various
technological, economic, and market barriers. Currently, rising electricity demand, con-
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cerns about climate change and sustainability, as well as the challenges involved in the
management of intermittent renewable energy, have highlighted once again the advantages
and opportunities of V2G techniques [8]. The potential benefits of V2G are especially
related to the provision of grid services, such as reductions in load consumption for small
periods of time (peak shaving), the movement of load consumptions to off-peak periods
of time (load shifting), and potential revenues for EV owners from grid services provided
by their vehicles. In addition, V2G can play and important role in the energy transition by
offering a grid resource when required.

The main actors of the EV charging ecosystem can be seen in Figure 1, in which the EV
connects to the EVSE for charging and discharging purposes. The DSOs also play a crucial
role in this context, not only because they operate the grid to which EVSEs are connected
and supply the power but also because the electric energy that is required for charging EVs
can lead to problems in the electricity grid in areas where the electric grid is not scaled
for EV electrification [9]. Hence, time-shift energy techniques including V2G can benefit
DSOs and help to smooth out peaks in the electricity grid and fill in valleys. Another two
key agents are the Charging Point Operators (CPO) and the e-Mobility Service Providers
(eMSPs). The CPOs are responsible for the physical infrastructure, for the monitoring
and control of the energy supply, and they handle technical communication related to the
operation and maintenance of the charging infrastructure. eMSPs offer EV charging services
towards EV users, including fleet management, the billing and transaction management,
and handles user-related communication and software platforms. The role of eMSPs is
especially relevant in public charging, where there is the necessity of enabling customers
from one party to use an EVSE of another party, enabling interoperability. Their roles could
differ depending on the country and their mutual agreement.
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In the framework of V2G, EVs are connected to an EVSE, not only for charging but
also for discharging their battery when necessary. In this process, different information
interchange, such as the identification of the EV, the monitoring of the state of charge (SoC),
the desired SoC at departure time, and the user charging/discharging preferences, among
other criteria, is involved, as can be seen in Figure 2. The collected information from the
EVs is forwarded from the EVSEs to the V2G operator, CPO, or eMSP for management
and operation purposes. Then, the CPO or eMSP sends different instructions, such as
confirmation of the plug-in process, charging, and regulation sequences, back to the EVSEs,
where the corresponding control orders are sent back to the EVs. An overview of a V2G
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scheme is depicted in Figure 2. In this architecture, both the power flow and the data flow
are sent bidirectionally.
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Beyond the classical conception of EV charging, V2G requires some technologies
and features that must be implemented to be fully deployed [11,12]. These V2G capa-
bilities must be available through three core elements: the EV itself, the EVSE, and the
communication system.

• Adapted electric vehicles

In EVs, the management of energy is governed by an energy storage system (ESS),
which is mainly formed by cells, modules, battery packs, a thermal management system,
and a battery management system (BMS). Among them, the BMS is especially important to
manage and safeguard the performance of the battery. It manages the current flow for both
charging and discharging and is responsible for keeping track of the SoC. Its main functions
are related to cell monitoring and balancing, state of health (SoH) and SoC estimations,
battery protection, the charging and discharging power control, and communication to ex-
ternal devices and systems, among others. For V2G purposes, EVs must allow bidirectional
systems to allow the flow of energy in both ways, hence increasing the complexity of the
BMS. The recent technology advances around EVs involve batteries, ESS, and BMS systems,
as well as their relationship with the EVSE and related disciplines, such as hard-core battery
materials sciences, power electronics, and powertrain engineering [13–15].

• Electric Vehicle Supply Equipment

Most of the already installed CPs are conceived and designed for classical unidirec-
tional charging. Hence, they must include additional features to upgrade to V2G services,
such as a management system able to implement the smart functions related to V2G and
bidirectional capabilities regarding the power flow. Bidirectional systems are required to
deliver electricity from the grid to EVs’ batteries and vice versa. To that end, it is possible
to use two unidirectional converters or one single bidirectional converter. Recently, bidirec-
tional converters have demonstrated better performance in contrast to unidirectional ones,
in terms of efficiency, total cost, and weight [10].

Additionally, the EVSE required for V2G involves other disciplines and technologies,
such as those related to microprocessors, energy measurement devices, transformers,
conductors, connectors, and attachment plugs [16–18]. Due to the early stage of this
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technology, especially considering the advancements in recent years, design, modelling
tools, and testing systems can play a key role [19,20].

• Communications system

Communication between the EV, EVSEs, and the external electric grid enables the
exchange of data, setting of the charging mode decisions, and other possible instructions.
It involves different agents, such as the eMSPs, the CPOs, the DSO, and also the EVSEs,
as well as the EVs themselves, through their supply equipment communication controller
(SECC) and electric vehicle communication controller (EVCC), respectively. The data ex-
hibit variability in terms of quantity (the amount of connected EVs varies with time), type,
and format, while also presenting diverse requirements (cybersecurity, data latency, and
bandwidth, among others) and communication protocols and standards, contributing to a
complex data structure. Several proposals aiming at addressing the V2G communication
system can be found in the literature [21–24]. However, current initiatives are focused
on standards that can help to pave the way towards V2G implementation [10]. In this
sense, a comprehensive review of standards is addressed in Section 3.2., which can be fur-
ther classified into functionality, interconnection/charging topology, and communications
standards, respectively.

Depending on the location of the power converter and smart functions, two conven-
tional types can be distinguished: onboard V2G (AC) versus off-board V2G (DC). Apart
from them, a third smaller type can be also identified, known as V2G-split inverter. Within
DC-V2G, the bidirectional V2G charging hardware and the smart functions are in the
CP, meaning that despite EVs’ need to be adaptable to this, the intervention is smaller in
comparison to AC-V2G. In addition, this configuration allows for faster and more efficient
charging with a low noise level [25]. However, the biggest disadvantage resides in the price,
mainly due to the expensive DC cable and plug. Related experiences of this configuration
implement the CHAdeMO protocol [26] and CCS [27]. In contrast, in AC-V2G, the charger
is placed in the EV itself as well as the smart functions, increasing the complexity, presence
of electronics, and, hence, cost of the EV, as well as the noise, since the electronics in the car
are liquid-cooled, and this method of cooling causes noise due to the pump. As advantages,
both car owners and local authorities benefit in terms of less expensive DC-V2G CPs and
the required infrastructure in general. However, contrary to what can be expected, in
AC-V2G systems, it is not possible to use any standard AC charger but a special version.
Currently, although AC-V2G wallboxes are cheaper than DC-V2G chargers, they are more
expensive than a normal AC charger [25]. Alternatively, in the V2G-split inverter, the EV
charger includes smart functions. However, its corresponding power converter is located
onboard the EV [28].

2.2. Summary of Benefits of V2G

The progressive introduction of V2G schemes into the grid could be highly beneficial.
The most direct outcome may be the leverage of power grid congestion and the use of batteries
when necessary (surplus of energy, back up for renewable resources, etc.). Battery storage
has been traditionally considered as a very effective support system for balancing the grid,
simply because in most cases it can be turned on and off very quickly and strategically. The
disadvantage is the high cost a wide deployment of batteries would present, which cannot be
afforded with batteries already placed in the power grid, as V2G proposes [29]. Beyond the
obvious advantages in the electricity system, further improvements and different agents can
also benefit from V2G and are described below [11,29].

2.2.1. Benefits of V2G to Electricity Systems

The electricity system could highly benefit from V2G, not only from the energy supply
itself but also in terms of quality. Overall, V2G techniques provide the system with a high
degree of flexibility, from several points of view.
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Renewable Energy Load and Grid Integration

Managing an electricity system involves a balance between energy generation and
demand, which is typically scheduled one day in advance. The daily schedule must
ensure that there is enough generation to meet the forecasted load, where dispatchable
generators are used to meet the operative goals (e.g., large forecast errors, load following,
renewable integration, etc.). In this sense, V2G can be used to provide additional power
when necessary and also to store surplus power when renewable electricity generation
exceeds demand.

Considering storage capacity, it is expected that around 14 TWh of EV batteries would
be available to provide grid services by 2050, compared to 9 TWh of stationary batteries [30].
Regarding availability, taking into consideration that cars in general, including EVs, are
parked for about 95% of their lifetime and that the total time needed to charge the yearly
required energy is about 10% of that time, if the EV remains connected to the charging
infrastructure 100% of its parking time, this would mean that the yearly “flexibility window”
for charging represents about 85% of the time [1,29]. In practice, this flexibility will vary
due to parameters, such as the EVs’ idle time and connection to the EVSE, the charging
location, the charging technologies, and the battery capacity and desired SOC of EV owners,
among others.

Examples of these balancing capacities and time-shift energy services can be seen in
Figure 3, in which V2G can serve as (a) back-up power when there is a failure in the grid, and
(b) peak-shaving service, preventing the need to turn on peaking and back-up plants during
peak demand periods. In both cases, the surplus power from PV generation at midday
can be used to recharge available EV batteries through coordinated EV charging schemes
and to discharge when needed. These techniques should be promoted by incentivizing
EV charging following solar and wind generation when they are mostly available, and
night-time charging at valley times.
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Frequency Management

The control of frequency in energy systems is fundamental to maintain the balance
between generation and demand. When fast power mismatches and imbalances between
supply and demand occur (due to forecast errors, renewable intermittency, and output
power volatility), the frequency deviates from nominal (50 Hz or 60 Hz, depending on
the region). If demand exceeds supply, the frequency declines, while if supply exceeds
demand, the frequency increases.

For fast-frequency services, a quick response is necessary due to its relevance for the
whole performance of the system; hence, local controls have been traditionally used. In
this sense, V2G control, especially in an aggregated configuration, can respond suitably to
frequency services, as indicated [31,32], even more quickly than traditional synchronous
generators [33].
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Power Quality

Power quality is a generic term used to refer to the undesired presence of disturbances
in the power signal. In practice, it is represented by a deviation in the voltage and cur-
rent waveform from the pure sinusoidal wave, which can be caused by voltage, current
harmonics, imbalances, flickers, voltage sags, and swells, among others. Low power qual-
ity can affect the reliability of the power system by generating failures and interferences
that can affect the performance and the lifetime of the connected devices as well as the
power supply.

Improvements in the power quality have been traditionally achieved with capacitor
banks and voltage regulators, which can be specifically purchased by DSOs to that end. In
this sense, V2G represents an alternative to that investment, since aggregated EV batteries
can be used to maintain power quality by controlling the reactive power, as proposed in
related research [34,35].

2.2.2. Benefits of V2G to Service Providers

The benefits of V2G can also be extended to new players, such as service providers
and aggregators, by combining many small resources (EV batteries) into a larger group
able to provide market services. The role of aggregator can be played by a retailer, by an
independent service provider, by a single large customer, or by the TSO itself.

Due to the complexity of the V2G ecosystem, aggregators must face technical and reg-
ulatory challenges. Among the technical challenges, service providers must utilize suitable
hardware (V2G-adapted EVSEs and EVs, metering systems) and software (aggregation and
optimization capabilities) as well as real-time communications and, especially, standardized
protocols that guarantee communication among all involved parts. On the regulatory side,
aggregators require adapted rules for V2G, which include clear price signals, encourage-
ment of smart metering, security, clear definition of roles and responsibilities of different
agents, dynamic pricing, data collection and sharing rules, among others [30].

2.2.3. Benefits of V2G to Users

Beyond the use of batteries to power users’ homes, as the V2H concept comprises, EV
users participating in V2G schemes are expected to be remunerated in some form for the
use of their EV battery storage, as a new source of income [36]. Some examples of benefits
for EV users from their participation in different V2G pilots are as follows:

• Two-year lease vehicle contract with charger and smart meter, 100% renewable energy,
and cashback [37].

• Provision of charger and installation with fixed monthly subscription [38].
• Cheaper power through smart management, home automation, and data visibility [39].
• Cash rewards, free charger for the duration of the pilot, and possibility of purchasing

charger at low cost at the end of the trial [40].

2.2.4. Benefits of V2G to Society

A global benefit for society would be a reduction in greenhouse gases (GHGs), since
the success of V2G would lead to an increase in EVs, whose emissions are lower than
traditional gas-powered vehicles. In addition, since V2G can help to increase the RES
hosting capacity and renewable integration in the energy mix, that could help to reduce
the amount of back-up power sources based on fossil fuels, which also contribute to
GHG mitigation.

That could be particularly beneficial in island systems, often highly dependent on
fossil fuels, with petroleum-derived fuels representing a major share of the total primary
energy use. However, the introduction of RES in these systems is very challenging because
the grid balance is more complex; the loss of a few power supply units has a bigger impact
than in interconnected systems, and the effects of voltage drops are more significant. Hence,
V2G could greatly contribute to a reduction in emissions and the promotion of RES [41,42].
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While the primary objective of this study is to highlight the communication technolo-
gies and related aspects that can significantly enhance V2G as well as its benefits, it is
essential to mention that there are limitations. Therefore, it is imperative to consider the
potential drawbacks and challenges associated with V2G. In the subsequent discussion,
we will briefly describe some of the key disadvantages identified, aiming to provide a
balanced perspective on both the opportunities and limitations of V2G. Additionally, it is
noteworthy that some of these disadvantages are correlated with the challenges outlined in
Section 4, for which possible solutions are also discussed. One of the main disadvantages
of V2G is the cost of the components and associated technology as well as its potential
insufficient component supply [43]. As outlined in previous sections, V2G involves EVs,
EVSEs, and related agents (DSO, eMVSP, etc.), so the required upgrades and improvements
affect all of them. A wide deployment of V2G will require more advanced and improved
power electronics, materials for batteries, communications systems, and related assets [16].
There are also concerns from society and utilities that still need to be addressed, which
are often related to privacy issues and the need to upgrade their systems [18,44]. In this
sense, improvements in the charging systems, the battery models, and grid integration
schemes will play a key role. Furthermore, dissemination activities that emphasize the
mutual benefits for all stakeholders can be highly effective. Lastly, the improvement and
promotion of communication standards that ensure interoperability, robustness, and cy-
bersecurity have traditionally proven to be instrumental in facilitating the adoption of a
particular technology.

2.3. Future Roadmap for Electric Vehicles

The European Green Deal (EGD) stipulates that the European Union must reduce
net greenhouse gas emissions by at least 55% by 2030 [45] and achieve climate neutrality
by 2050. These objectives will be attained by implementing more ambitious policies to
reduce reliance on fossil fuels in transportation, striving for zero-emission efforts [46]. The
success of the EGD relies on the ability to make the entire transportation system sustainable.
Despite the significant growth in the adoption of electric vehicles, road transportation is
still not on track to achieve carbon neutrality by 2050 [47].

Therefore, the European Commission presented a strategy outlining a plan to steer
European transportation toward a sustainable and intelligent future, “The Sustainable and
Smart Mobility Strategy for European Transport” [46], together with an Action Plan of
82 initiatives. The EU’s transport system plans a green and digital overhaul to enhance
resilience and targets a 90% emission cut by 2050, aligning with the European Green
Deal. The strategy outlines several future scenarios and goals for mobility, including the
following [46]:

• By 2030, at least 30 million vehicles will be zero-emission vehicles, scheduled group
travel covering distances less than 500 km should have a net-zero carbon footprint
within the European Union, and automated mobility will be implemented on a
large scale.

• By 2050, nearly all vehicle types will emit zero emissions, and the comprehensive
Trans-European Transport Network (TEN-T), featuring various modes of transport
and geared toward sustainable and intelligent transportation, will be fully operational,
boasting high-speed connections across the network.

The European Commission sets out specifications for minimum quantities of charging
stations within the core Trans-European Transport Network (TEN-T) of at least 300 kW
every 60 km by 2025 and 600 kW by 2030 for charging stations and similarly for global
TEN-T, but for 2030 and 2035, respectively. Concerning charging stations for heavy-duty
vehicles, a minimum of 1400 kW is required every 60 km by 2025, escalating to 3500 kW
by 2030 within the core TEN-T [45]. Additionally, the global TEN-T mandates a minimum
frequency of charging stations every 100 km. It is estimated that by 2025, there will be
around one million chargers, projected to increase to 3.5 million by 2030, 11.4 million by
2040, and 16.3 million by 2050 [45].
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The literature identifies different scenarios when calculating the environmental impact
of an EV system [48–51]; energy mix [48,50], region [48,50], types of charging technolo-
gies [50], ratio between the number of electric vehicles and the number of chargers [49,50],
grid, charger and battery efficiencies [49,51], and the proximity of energy generation to the
charging station [48,50].

3. Review of V2G Communications and Standards

V2G standards are still in the early stages of development and involve multiple
organizations. However, they consist of a step forward in the deployment of V2G, since
they establish a consistent and predictable framework. There are key factors that highlight
the need for standardization [52]:

• Many different parties will access charging hardware (utilities, CPOs, eMSPs, EV users).
• A bad execution of V2G can affect the availability of EVs.
• Utilities that request the discharging of EVs can charge penalties if the V2G events are

not executed.
• V2G often requires data from multiple sources, such as the EV itself, energy manage-

ment system, and energy markets.
• CPs send sensitive data such as utility data and payment information.
• The aforementioned interactions require a high degree of flexibility and security.

While, sometimes, related reviews focus on the interface between the EV and the
EVSE when speaking about V2G, the reality is that this communication interface alone
does not enable a fully functional bidirectional charging process as V2G presents, and
communication with the CPO and beyond is also required.

3.1. Role of Communications and Technologies

V2G requirements evidence that communications are essential. Indeed, without
communications, even the simplest process, one-way charging without external inputs,
could be affected. As the number of actors involved (EVs, infrastructure, users, and
operators, among others) increases, the greater the reliance on communications and, by
extension, their complexity, resilience, and cybersecurity requirements. Focusing on the
technical requirements, the performance features to be fulfilled by the communication
systems must address the following [53–55]:

• Latency: This is the elapsed time between sending and receiving data. V2G applica-
tions are sensitive to latency, since there is data-dependent decision making so that,
for example, a delay in receiving availability information from a group of EVSEs can
negatively affect the operation.

• Reliability: This is related to the guarantee that the data will reach the receiver correctly,
which is crucial for V2G since charging decisions require robust, uninterrupted data
exchange with ubiquitous coverage and quality-of-service (QoS) guarantees.

• Throughput: This is the rate of message delivery over a communication channel. While
some applications such as EV charging systems can vary between 10 and 100 kbps, it
is expected that novel applications such as V2G will demand a significantly higher
data rate.

• Security and Privacy: Security prevents the unauthorized access of data, while privacy
involves the handling of personal and sensitive information, which is protected with
security. In this sense, the security and privacy of the information shared between EVs
and the other agents are critical requirements, since they involve the IDs of EV users,
payment data, location, consumption patterns, etc.

The first step towards a fully functional V2G system is suitable matching between
EVs and the charging infrastructure or EVSE. This requires a communication system
able to exchange information between each other, from the simplest to the most complex
parameters, which can be differentiated as low-level and high-level communications, as
depicted in Figure 4.
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Firstly, low-level communication includes the exchange of information required for the
charging process, such as the charging state and related electrical parameters. Traditionally,
Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) has been used for this purpose, by alternating between
+12 Volts and −12 Volts through different stages, as follows:

• State A (+12 V): no EV connected to the EVSE.
• State B (+9 V): EV connected to the EVSE but not ready for charging.
• State C (+6 V): EV connected and ready for charging; ventilation is not required.
• State D (+3 V): EV connected, ready for charging, and ventilation is required.
• State E (+0 V): electrical short to earth on the controller of the EVSE; no power supply.
• State F (−12 V): EVSE not available.

Through these states and via PWM, the EVSE can detect the presence of the EV and
can mandate the maximum charge current an EV is allowed to consume.

Secondly, high-level communication includes the interchange of more complex in-
formation that exceeds the basic requirements of standard EV charging, such as sched-
ules, tariffs, payment authorizations, input of charging preferences, and physical limits,
among others.

Thirdly, a complementary level of communications corresponds to value-added ser-
vices, which include specific further information required for other services, such as the
remote control of an EV from the infrastructure during charging or V2G itself. In fact, for the
full development of V2G, the interface between the EV and the EVSE alone does not enable
a fully functional grid integration of EVs, so it is also necessary to exchange information
between other key players, such as the eMSP, the CPO, and the DSO, to consider and coor-
dinate the state of the power grid and the users’ inputs, among others. Currently, no unique
scheme is defined for V2G communications; instead, related research proposes different
configurations depending on its focus: V2G operator or aggregator, system operation and
optimization, etc. [21,22]. Aiming at paving the way towards the homogenization of V2G
systems, specific standards are being developed, as will be addressed in Section 3.2.

In addition, it also necessary to guarantee interoperability between the implementa-
tions of communication inside the different agents involved in V2G, due to the different
manufacturers/service providers, applying each part, for example, different interpretations
of the same standards, or a CPO may have to handle EVSE from different manufacturers
with several technologies. In this sense, interoperability techniques can be applied with
specific recommendations as well as homogeneous data models, able to deal at least with
the following requirements [57]:

• Different types of charging/discharging technologies as well as AC/DC power.
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• Smart charging, ancillary and related services (frequency control, multiple identifica-
tion and payment technologies, automatic connection devices, etc.).

• Support for local technical specification from the power grid (grid codes).
• Both wired and wireless communication.
• Coming paradigms such as autonomous driving and self-charging EVs.
• High cybersecurity requirements.

Regarding technologies, a variety can be found to address the different communication
challenges faced in V2G. Given that V2G encompasses several agents, topologies, and
distances, it is difficult to consider a single technology as the leading one but, rather, the
ideal solution involves a combination of several of them. At the global level, two major
distinctions can be made: wired technologies, dominated by PLCs in their different versions,
widely known in the electricity sector due to their application in the AMI context, and
wireless technologies, which are very popular nowadays due to the emergence of IoT
and 5G, among others. The main characteristics of the related technologies are described
hereafter and listed in Table 1.

• Wired communications

Among the wired alternatives, PLC communications are characterized using electrical
wiring as the transmission medium. They stand out for their robustness and security, while
their weaknesses include exposure to noise in the network and lower bandwidth compared
to wireless alternatives. The simplest version, PWM, is used for sending low-level messages
between the EV and EVSE, while more complex versions of the technology are used for
sending high-level communications. For example, OFDM modulations or AMI proprietary
standards such as PRIME and G3-PLC can be used to send upstream EVSE consumption
data. In this sense, the bidirectionality of these standards, which are also intended for
environments where electricity is not only consumed but also generated, can be useful for
V2G applications. Those standards employ the narrow-band version of PLC, currently up
to 500 KHz, whose data rates are up to 500 kbps, and the coverage can reach up to several
kms [58]. Currently, high expectations are being placed on the broadband version of PLC,
BPL, which, despite having a shorter range of hundreds of meters, has a high bit rate of up
to several hundreds of Mbps, capable of handling large amounts of data in real time and
meeting strict requirements, which can extend the capabilities of this technology beyond
the EVSE.

• Wireless communications

The variety of wireless alternatives is wider than the wired option. Among their ad-
vantages are the possibility of communication without the need for complex infrastructure,
low cost, and speed of deployment in general. In addition, depending on the technology,
they can offer more coverage than traditional wired ones. Some common technologies in
the IoT context stand out, such as Near-Field Communication (NFC), ZigBee, LoRaWAN,
Bluetooth, and IEEE 802.16 (WiMAX). Due to their coverage and capacity, NFC, ZigBee, and
Bluetooth are limited to use around the user, the EV, and EVSE, with applications related
to EV-EVSE pairing, sending preferences by the user, communication between different
entities, or sending measurement data [59]. WiMAX and LoRaWAN, on the other hand,
cover communication between the CPO, the eMSP, and DSO and, therefore, represent a
long-distance communication scenario [60]. It is also possible to find other widely known
technologies in this group, such as the IEEE 802.11 family and, in particular, its IEEE
802.11p version, which is particularly suitable for the automotive sector and is the basis
for dedicated short-range communications (DSRC), intended for wireless exchange in V2X
and other intelligent transport systems. Finally, cellular technologies, nowadays on the
rise, such as 4G/5G, are also a promising alternative, as, using their advantages in terms of
bandwidth, delay, and reliability, it is possible to propose fast and efficient communications
between the different actors in the V2G ecosystem [61]. Added to that, current initiatives
such as the use of the index modulation concept can increase the utilization of information
flow without requiring additional resources [62,63].
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Table 1. Communication technologies for V2G applications.

Technology Operating Frequency Covered Distance

Wired

PLC
NB-PLC 3–500 kHz 1–3 kms

BPL 1–50 MHz 100–500 m

Wireless

NFC 13.56 MHz 5–10 cm

ZigBee
868 MHz (Europe)

915 MHz (North America)
2.4 GHz (Worldwide)

10–100 m
300 m (LoS)

Bluetooth 2.4 GHz 1–100 m

IEEE 802.11p (DSRC) 5.85–5.925 GHz 300–500 m

LoRaWAN 433/868 MHz (Europe)
915 MHz (North America) 3 km

WiMAX 2–6 GHz 2–5 km

4G-LTE 600 MHz to 2.5 GHz 30 km

5G 600–900 MHz/1.7–4.7 GHz/
24–47 GHz 1–2 km

Wireless communications in a highly mobile V2G environment do, however, also
pose challenges, such as reliability and real-time communication. One such challenge
involves smart metering capabilities and the issue of having the EV connected to a different
aggregator, energy supplier, or visiting network when it is not connected to its HAN or
LAN. Reliability over a large area of connection, thus, also becomes an issue [59].

3.2. Revision of Standards

Despite the fact that there is not a commonly agreed single classification for V2G
standards, the revision of related research can be further derived in three different groups:
vehicle and EVSE functionality interconnection and communications, meaning that no
one single standard includes all the ways that V2G interacts with the grid [10,28]. In
this sense, Table 2 lists the most relevant standards following the proposed classification,
while Figure 5 shows the connection among them with the different key agents within the
V2G ecosystem.
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Table 2. Summary of most relevant standards and related normative within V2G ecosystem.
EV/EVSE functionality standards.

Standard/Protocol and Version Scope and Type Description

EVs/EVSEs
functionality

IEC-62196 or Combined
Charging Systems (CCS) [64] China and Europe

Standard for Plugs, socket-outlets, vehicle
connectors and vehicle inlets—Conductive

charging of electric vehicles.

CHAdeMO [65] North America and
Japan

DC charging protocol with bidirectional
charging functionality enabled.

Interconnection/
Charging topology

IEEE 1547

1547-2018 [66] Worldwide standard
Standard for Interconnection and

Interoperability of DER with Associated
Electric Power Systems Interfaces

1547.1-2020 [67] Worldwide standard

Standard Conformance Test Procedures for
Equipment Interconnecting

DER with Electric Power Systems Interfaces
and Associated Interfaces

P1547.9-2022 [68] Worldwide guide
Draft Guide to Using IEEE Std 1547for
Interconnection of Energy Storage DER

with Electric Power Systems

IEC 61850 61850-90-8:2016
[69]

Worldwide technical
report

Standard for Communication networks and
systems for power utility automation—Part

90-8: Object model for E-mobility. Object
model for E-mobility.

IEC 61851 61851-1:2017 [70] Worldwide standard
Standard for Electric vehicle conductive

charging system—Part 1: General
requirements.

IEC 63110 63110-1:2022 [71] Worldwide standard

Protocol for management of electric vehicles
charging and discharging infrastructures—

Part 1: Basic definitions, use cases and
architectures.

SAE J3072 [72] Mainly USA and
Canada standard

Standard for Interconnection Requirements
for Onboard, Grid Support Inverter

Systems.

Communication

IEEE 2030.5-2018 [73] Worldwide report Standard for Smart Energy Profile
Application Protocol.

SAE J2931/1-2023 [74] Mainly USA and
Canada report

Broadband PLC Communication for Plug-in
Electric Vehicles.

SAE J2847/3-2023 [75] and SAE
J2836/3 [76]

Mainly USA and
Canada standard and

report

Standard for Communication for Plug-in
Vehicles as a Distributed Energy Source.

Information Report J2836—Instructions for
Using Plug-In Electric Vehicle

Communications, Interoperability and
Security Documents

SAE J2953/1 [77] Mainly USA and
Canada report

SAE Recommended Practice J2953/1
Plug-In Electric Vehicle Interoperability
with Electric Vehicle Supply Equipment.

SAE J2953/2 [78] Mainly USA and
Canada report

SAE Recommended Practice J2953/2 Test
Procedures for the Plug-In Electric Vehicle

Interoperability with Electric Vehicle Supply
Equipment.

OCPP 2.0.1 [52] Worldwide open
protocol

Open Charge Point Protocol—Protocol for
the communication between charge point

and central system.
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Table 2. Cont.

Standard/Protocol and Version Scope and Type Description

Communication

OSCP 2.0 [79] Worldwide open
protocol

Open Smart Charging Protocol—Protocol to
communicate physical net capacity from the
DSO (or site owner) to the back-office of the

charge point operator.

OpenADR 2.0a/b + OpenADR
3.0 [80]

Worldwide open
protocol

Open Automated Demand Response
OpenADR 2.0a and b Profile Specifications

and OpenADR 3.0 Specification

ISO 15118

15118-20:2022 [81] Worldwide standard Part 20: 2nd generation network layer and
application layer requirements

15118-21
[82]//Under
development

Worldwide standard
Part 21: Common 2nd generation network
layer and application layer requirements

conformance test plan.

IEC 61850-7-420:2021 [83] Worldwide standard

Standard for Communication networks and
systems for power utility automation—Part

7-420: Basic communication
structure—Distributed energy resources

and distribution automation logical nodes.

IEC 61851-24:2014 [84] Worldwide standard

Standard for Electric vehicle conductive
charging system—Digital communication
between a DC EV charging station and an
electric vehicle for control of DC charging.

3.2.1. EV/EVSE Functionality Standards

The following subsections describe the main identified standards related to the func-
tionality of EVs and EVSEs.

IEC-62196 or Combined Charging Systems (CCSs)

IEC 62196 series for Plugs, socket-outlets, vehicle connectors, and vehicle inlets—Conductive
charging of electric vehicles cover the mechanical, electrical, and performance requirements
for plugs, socket-outlets, vehicle connectors, and vehicle inlets for the connection between
the CP and the EV. In this sense, the relevance of the standard for V2G is focused on the
physical interoperability in terms of signaling pins and connector compatibility. Within the
IEC 62196 series are EN 62196-2 for AC and EN 62196-3 for DC [64]. CCSs are the standard
series promoted by the European Commission in this context.

CHAdeMO

CHAdeMO is a DC charging protocol with bidirectional charging functionality en-
abled. In this sense, it is a forerunner, since projects using V2G capacities of the CHAdeMO
protocol have been going on since around 2012. CHAdeMO issues different versions of
the protocol, offering several capabilities to car and charger manufacturers and their users:
starting from the initial protocol edition, version 0.9, included by most CHAdeMO chargers
deployed worldwide; version 1.0, which enhances vehicle protection, compatibility, and
reliability; version 1.1, which includes dynamic changes in the current during charging,
among others; version 1.2, allowing for 200 kW, with protection against over-temperature,
overload/short-circuit current protection, and coordination; version 2.0, developed for
high-power charging (up to 400 kW), enabling large commercial vehicles, compatible with
plug-and-charge functionality; and version 3.0, defined for ultra-high-power charging,
enabling over 500 kW of power and using the next-gen plug ‘ChaoJi’ [65].
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3.2.2. Interconnection/Charging Topology Standards
Interconnection and Interoperability of DER (IEEE 1547-2018)

IEEE Standard 1547-2018 for Interconnection and Interoperability of DER with Associated
Electric Power Systems is the base 1547 standard that supports the proliferation of DERs, as
well as the added smart features, grid support capabilities, and interoperability require-
ments of those DERs. Since V2G involves an interface and a battery that can interact with
the power grid, it can be considered within the scope of IEEE 1547. This standard is adopted
by public utility regulators as part of the interconnection rulemaking process.

IEEE 1547.1-2020

As a complement to IEEE 1547, IEEE 1547.1-2020 defines the type, production, com-
missioning, periodic tests, and evaluations that shall be performed to meet IEEE 1547
requirements [67]. Related research articles show the viability of achieving grid intercon-
nection and performance testing procedures for V2G within the scope of IEEE 1547.1 [85].

IEEE 1547.9-2022

1547.9-2022—IEEE Guide for Using IEEE Std 1547 for Interconnection of Energy Storage
Distributed Energy Resources with Electric Power Systems—provides examples of ES-DER
interconnection to the power system via a power electronic interface (the converter, inverter,
or bidirectional inverter), capable of bidirectional active and reactive power flow, and
capable of exporting active power to the power system. In addition, the guide provides
guidance on prudent and technically sound approaches to these interconnections, and
it also considers energy storage-related topics that are not currently addressed or fully
covered in IEEE 1547-2018 and sets a basis for the future development of industry best
practices for ES-DER-specific interconnection requirements [68].

The conception of the V2G concept under the scope of the IEEE 1547 standard can be
seen in Figure 6. In the initialization phase, the EV connects to the EVSE and establishes
point-to-point communication. The EVSE provides the configuration information to the EV,
which the EV evaluates, and it provides its configuration information back to the EVSE.
The EVSE, in turn, provides static management information to the EV. Then, when the
active engagement is ready, the EVSE is the DER Managing Entity for IEEE 1547-defined
functions and provides the EV with authorization to discharge. In turn, the EV provides its
monitoring information prior to the discharge process [86].
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Design and Implementation of Substation Automation and Communication System
(IEC 61850)

IEC 61850 is applicable to power utility automation systems and defines the communi-
cation between intelligent electronic devices and the related system requirements. The last
version of the standard, from 2013, includes technical improvements regarding its scope,
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the power quality domain; statistical and historical data; distributed generation monitoring
and automation purpose; communication between substations; smart grid considerations.

Communication Networks and Systems for Power Utility Automation (IEC 61850-90-8:2016)

The IEC 61850-90-8 technical report on Communication networks and systems for power
utility automation—Part 90-8: Object model for E-mobility provides necessary background
information and proposes an object model for EVs to establish an EV plugged into the
power grid as DER according to the principles of IEC 61850-7-420. In addition, missing
parts from the e-mobility domain that may not be fully covered in IEC 61850 and IEC
61850-7-420 can be modelled as new logical nodes and data objects with the definition
included in this technical report.

Electric Vehicle Conductive Charging System (IEC 61851)

IEC 61851 applies to EV supply equipment for charging purposes, covering all road
vehicles, including plug-in hybrid road vehicles (PHEVs), that derive all or part of their
energy from onboard rechargeable energy storage systems (RESSs).

General Requirements Applied to EV Supply Equipment (IEC 61851-1:2017)

IEC 61851-1 standard Electric vehicle conductive charging system—Part 1: General re-
quirements applies to EV supply equipment for charging electric road vehicles, with a
rated supply voltage up to 1000 VAC or up to 1500 VDC and a rated output voltage up to
1000 VAC or up to 1500 VDC. The standard focuses on three aspects: characteristics and
operating conditions of the EV supply equipment; specification of the connection between
the EV supply equipment and the EV; and the requirements for electrical safety for the EV
supply equipment [70]. The 61851 standards go hand in hand with the IEC 62196 series.

Protocol for Management of Electric Vehicle Infrastructure (IEC 63110)

The IEC 63110 set of standards defines protocols for the management of electric vehicle
charging and discharging infrastructure. Specifically, it covers the protocols for EVs, EVSEs,
and CPOs.

Basic Definitions, Use Cases, and Architectures (IEC 63110-1:2022)

IEC 63110-1 Protocol for management of electric vehicles charging and discharging infrastruc
tures—Part 1: Basic definitions, use cases and architectures. This covers the definitions, use
cases, and architecture for the management of EV charging and discharging infrastructure.
To that end, the protocol describes the general requirements for the establishment of an
e-mobility ecosystem, therefore covering the communication flows between different e-
mobility actors as well as data flows with the electric power system. Specifically focusing
on V2G, the protocol addresses the management of EVSEs (controlling, monitoring, main-
taining, provisioning, firmware update, and configuration) as well as the management of
energy transfer (including the charging session and the reporting, as well as the information
exchange related to the required energy, grid usage, contractual data, and metering data,
among others) [71]. As the information comes and goes to several secondary actors, IEC
63110 can be very relevant for utilities such as DSOs or eMSP. Considering its features,
some experts consider IEC 63110 as an upgrade to OCPP [52].

Interconnection Requirements for Onboard, Grid Support Inverter Systems (SAE J3072)

SAE is a worldwide authority in mobility standards development, whose standards
and technical recommendations are mainly applied in the USA and Canada [87].

An overview of SAE standards and documents related to e-mobility as well as their
interaction can be seen in Figure 7. Among them, SAE Standard J3072 for Interconnection
Requirements for Onboard, Grid Support Inverter Systems defines the communication between
the EV and the charging infrastructure that configures and authorizes the discharging at a site.
The requirements are intended to be used in conjunction with IEEE 1547 and IEEE 1547.1.
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Figure 7. Interaction between the various documents including this document at the top. These start
with Use Cases in the SAE J2836 slash sheets, and direct lines to the associated SAE J2847 document.
© SAE International. All rights reserved [76].

3.2.3. Communication Standards
Standard for Smart Energy Profile Application Protocol (IEEE 2030.5-2018)

IEEE 2030.5-2018 Standard for Smart Energy Profile Application Protocol defines the
application layer, with TCP/IP providing functions in the transport and Internet layers
to enable the utility management of the end-user energy environment, including demand
response, load control, time-of-day pricing, management of distributed generation, EV, etc.
The standard also defines the mechanisms for exchanging application messages, the exact
messages exchanged including error messages, and the security features used to protect
the application messages [73].

An approach to the implementation of IEEE 2030.5 can be seen in Figure 8, in which the
standard connects a V2G platform communication with the DER Management Systems (DERMS),
hence converting EV batteries into dispatchable assets through V2G implementation [88].
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Broadband PLC Communication for Plug-In Electric Vehicles (SAE J2931/2023)

This SAE Information Report establishes the requirements for the PLC digital com-
munication between EVs and the EVSE by specifying the digital communication protocol
stack between them. The document defines the architecture and general requirements,
including association, registration, security, and HAN features, as well as mapping to other
SAE documents [74].

Other Guidance Documents (SAE J2847/3-2023, SAE J2836/3, SAE J2953/1, SAE J2953/2)

As a complement to the previously described standards, SAE also defines related doc-
uments that provide guidance for using IEEE 2030.5, such as SAE J2847/3, a Recommended
Practice that applies to EVs equipped with an onboard inverter and communicate using
IEEE 2030.5-2018. In this sense, SAE J2836/3 defines a recommended set of practices that
explains different approaches for using the energy of an EV battery to apply V2G. The
primary purpose of SAE J2836/3 is to define use cases which must be supported by SAE
J2847/3 [75].

SAE also defines documents that establish requirements by which EVs and the charg-
ing infrastructure can be considered interoperable (SAE J2953/1) and the test procedures
that ensure the interoperability (SAE J2953/2), which can be seen in Figure 8.

Additionally, SAE J2931/4 Technical information establishes the specifications for
physical and data-link layer communications using broadband PLC between the EV and
the EVSE. Even though it is not included in the scope of this study, broadband PLC may
also be used to connect directly to the utility smart meter or home area network (HAN).

Open Charge Point Protocol (OCPP 2.0.1)

The Open Charge Point Protocol (OCPP) is an open, patent- and royalty-free protocol,
currently based in JSON and with no cost or licensing barriers. It was originally developed
in 2009 by the E-Laad foundation (now ElaadNL), and it is now further developed and
maintained by the Open Charge Alliance (OCA).

The objective of OCPP is to offer a uniform solution for the communication between
CPs and the central system, regardless of the vendor of the CP. The current version of the
protocol is v.2.0.1 and incorporates improvements for aspects found in the first implemen-
tations of OCPP 2.0, especially focusing on security, ISO 15118, smart charging, and the
extensibility of OCPP. The general aspects that evolved from the previous versions can be
consulted in OCA Alliance webpage [89].

Open Smart Charging Protocol (OSCP 2.0)

As a complement to OCCP, the OCA Alliance also developed the Open Smart Charging
Protocol (OSCP). The objective of this protocol is to communicate physical net capacity
from the DSO (or site owner) to the back-office of the CP operator. The protocol can be used
to communicate a 24 h prediction of the local available capacity to the CP operator. The
service provider will fit the charging profiles of the electrical vehicles within the boundaries
of the available capacity.

The current version of the protocol is v.2.0 and describes use cases in which the
messages are applied in more generic terms than the previous version, in order not to limit
possibilities of the protocol to smart-charging EVs. This is driven by the integration of
EVs in larger energy ecosystems, including PV, stationary batteries, heat pumps, and other
devices. As occurred with OCPP, OSCP has switched to JSON and includes additional
types of forecasts, such as generation, consumption, and fallback in comparison with the
previous version [89].

Two-Way Information Exchange Model (OpenADR 2.0a/b + OpenADR 3.0)

Open ADR is an open and two-way information exchange model and global smart
grid standard. It standardizes the message format used for DER management so that
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dynamic price and reliability signals can be exchanged in a uniform and interoperable
fashion among utilities, ISOs, and energy management and control systems [90].

Recently, a new version of the standard was made available, OpenADR 3.0, which
simplifies the way to add OpenADR functionalities in current, as well as different and new
scenarios. However, it does not replace the previous OpenADR 2.0a/b Profile Specifications
but complements them.

The OpenADR standard has been traditionally used, for more than a decade al-
ready, for demand-side management (DSM) programs by providing related information to
customer-owned systems to trigger a response. The information contained can be related to
variable prices or more specific energy requests, and the available capacity can be managed,
always without disturbing the grid controls. Within the V2G concept, the energy requests
would be oriented towards the use of the available storage resources—batteries from EVs.
In this conception, general adjustment requests would be sent to the V2G control system
and then executed via any available control standard, like IEEE 2030.5, Modbus, etc., and in
accordance with other specifications such as IEEE 1547, as depicted in Figure 9. OpenADR
services could address the registration of the EV in the control system, the reception of
events from the utility/power grid, the continuous reporting of telemetry data to report on
battery or site performance, and the allowance to users to opt out of specific events when
desired and relaying that back to the utility, among others [91].
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There exist other private organizations such as UL, which develop standards in the
USA and Canada, that have defined standards related to V2G. Specifically, there are two
UL standards: UL 1741, which applies to all types of generation equipment, and UL 9741,
which applies only to vehicles and associated supply equipment [28].

Standard for Road Vehicles’ Vehicle-to-Grid Communication Interface (ISO 15118)

ISO 15118 specifies terms and definitions, general requirements, and use cases for conduc-
tive and wireless HLC between the communication controllers of the EV and the EVSE.

Second-Generation Network Layer and Application Layer Requirements (15118-20:2022)

ISO 15118-20 Standard for Road vehicles—Vehicle-to-grid communication interface, Part 20:
2nd-generation network layer and application layer requirements specifies the communication
between the EV and the EVSE by detailing the communication between the EV commu-
nication controller and the CP communication controller. The application layer messages
defined in this document are designed to support the bidirectional power transfer between
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an EV and an EVSE, and aspects are specified to detect a vehicle in a communication
network and enable IP-based communication between the EVCC and the SECC [81].

Conformance Test Plan (ISO 15118-21)/Under Development

ISO 15118-21 Standard for Road vehicles—Vehicle-to-grid communication interface, Part
21: Common 2nd-generation network layer and application layer requirements conformance test
plan specifies all common test cases to be applied to and correctly handled by EVs and
EVSEs implementing ISO 15118-20 that are independent of a particular charging type and
considers the use cases defined in ISO 15118-1:2019 [82].

As can be seen in Figure 10, the ISO 15118 series cover the whole OSI stack for
communication between the EV and the EVSE.
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Communication Networks and Systems for Power Utility Automation (IEC 61850-7-420:2021)

IEC 61850-7-420 standard Communication networks and systems for power utility
automation—Part 7-420: Basic communication structure—Distributed energy resources
and distribution automation logical nodes. This standard defines the information models
to be used in the exchange of information with DERs and distribution automation (DA)
by utilizing existing IEC 61850-7-4 logical nodes where possible, while defining DER
and DA-specific logical nodes to provide the necessary data objects for DER and DA
functions, including for the DER interconnection grid codes specified by various countries
and regions. Hence, the V2G communication interface, which is necessary for the two-way
flow of energy, can be derived partly from the specifications in this standard [5,83]. This
standard was developed by the working group IEC TC 57, as further described in this study.

Digital Communication between a DC EV Charging Station and an EV (IEC 61851-24:2014)

IEC 61851-24 standard Electric vehicle conductive charging system—Part 24: Digital com-
munication between a DC EV charging station and an electric vehicle for control of DC charging
applies to digital communication between DC EV supply equipment and the EV for control
of the conductive DC power transfer, with a rated supply voltage up to 1000 VAC or up
to 1500 VDC and a rated output voltage up to 1500 VDC. Specifically focusing on V2G,
the standard also applies to digital communication between the DC EV CP and the EV,
considering the CP as a charging/discharging station [84].

4. Challenges to Be Addressed and Supporting Role of Communications

Despite the fact that V2G shows great promise, there are still some challenges to be
addressed in order to achieve a safe and successful deployment in the coming years. The
implementation of communication systems and standards can address issues, such as data
exchange between different agents, the management of hundreds or thousands of assets,
interoperability, and cybersecurity, among others. However, as described above, the V2G
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concept encompasses a variety of actors, technologies, and domains. Therefore, this section
describes the challenges that still need to be addressed and offers some useful solutions
and guidelines based on data science. These challenges are categorized as technological,
environmental, and regulatory.

4.1. Technological and Regulatory Challenges
4.1.1. Battery Models

Battery models, especially those for lithium-ion batteries (LIBs), play a key role, not
only in the design and development of this technology but also in the effective management
of the systems incorporating them. In this context, the acquisition of reliable, robust,
accurate, and computationally cost-effective models not only eases the progression towards
the next generation of advanced batteries, such as lithium-air, flow batteries, or solid-
state batteries, but also enables the optimal management of existing technologies. Proper
management, in this sense, implies an extension of the battery lifespan, cost reduction, and
a reduced environmental footprint, promoting their utilization [92]. Within the field of
EVs, these models are indispensable when developing optimal charging strategies, V2G
approaches, and estimating the remaining battery lifespan. They also assist in the selection
of suitable applications for a second life and in the design of hybrid systems that require
efficient management of both electric and thermal power flows. Conventionally, there are
three main types of battery models:

• Electrochemical models are based on partial differential equations that can accurately
describe the physicochemical phenomena occurring in cells, such as mass transport,
charge transport, temperature changes, etc. These models are often used in battery de-
sign. However, they are computationally intensive and slow, making them impractical
for real-time management of systems in applications requiring fast execution, such
as optimization applications. The most common ones are pseudo two-dimensional
models, which still need further improvements to accurately adjust coefficients [93],
and simplified electrochemical models, which are not yet highly precise [94].

• Mathematical models consist of mathematical functions based on experimental data
that relate and estimate various variables, such as current, SoC, voltage, temperature,
aging, etc. They are commonly used for predicting cell or battery degradation, remain-
ing useful capacity, SoH, expected lifetime, etc. However, due to their architecture,
they are incapable of predicting cell dynamics [95].

• Models based on equivalent electrical circuits determine the behavior and properties
of LIBs based on the parameters of the circuit components. More accurate models
can be obtained by increasing the number of equivalent circuit components. They are
commonly used to quickly emulate cell behavior under specific conditions [96]. They
are reasonably precise and do not demand high computational load. However, they
require a substantial amount of experimental data to adjust the parameters [97].

When constructing battery models, either a model-based approach, which involves
adjusting parameters of formulas that reflect the behavior of LIBs [98], or a data-driven
approach can be utilized. Examples of algorithms for the first approach include Kalman
filters [99] and Recursive Least Squares algorithms [100]. Within the second approach,
models based on regressions and interpolations can be found [101]. These data-driven-
based models perform well in handling the inherent noise in experimental data while
maintaining high precision. However, they are not suitable for use in applications close to
real time, due to the computational effort involved in interpolation operations.

To address this issue, models based on Machine Learning (ML) [102–104] are gaining
increasing importance. These models are constructed through supervised learning by
mapping input data to output data. They allow for abstraction from the physicochemical
mechanisms that occur in cells during charge, discharge, and rest, as long as highly corre-
lated data with the results are available. Examples of such algorithms include Gaussian
processes, neural networks, or support vector machines [105]. However, a substantial
amount of experimental data is required, which come with the associated time and cost.
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Moreover, experimental data often contain significant noise, making it challenging to train
ML algorithms [106]. Additionally, it should be noted that despite these algorithms provid-
ing good responses on their training datasets, they may not always be extrapolated to the
real world, where working conditions are unknown to these algorithms [92].

Therefore, the scientific community is dedicating efforts to develop a methodology
for obtaining equivalent models of LIBs that are accurate, insensitive to experimental
data noise, fast to execute, require fewer experimental tests, as these consume time and
resources, are extrapolatable to new usage conditions, and are generalizable to different
materials used in LIBs. In this context, semi-supervised learning algorithms [107] and
self-learning algorithms based on Deep Learning (DL) [108–111] are emerging as the ideal
solution to this challenge. However, this research area is still underdeveloped, and further
investigation is needed in this field.

Figure 11 depicts the methodologies for acquiring a Machine Learning (ML)-based
model (a) and a Deep Learning (DL)-based model (b). It also provides an example of SoH,
Remaining-Useful-Life (RUL) estimation, (c) and the use of a trained battery model in an
optimization algorithm (d).
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Several challenges regarding data acquisition and communication can be identified:

• One of the main challenges for the proper development of battery models is the lack of
data availability. The integration of specific hardware and sensors becomes necessary
to acquire the most relevant data used in self-learning processes, such as temperature,
current, voltage, SoC, and Depth of Discharge (DOD), among others. Hardware de-
vices could be integrated into the BMS currently used in electric mobility applications.

• Another challenge is related to the high energy consumption and computational re-
source requirements of self-learning algorithms. In this regard, self-learning processes
should preferably be conducted remotely, optimizing the use of hardware resources
and reducing locally consumed energy. In this way, the data acquisition hardware in-
tegrated into the vehicles should allow for storing and transmitting the acquired data,
preferably when the vehicles are connected to an electric charger. This approach would
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also reduce connectivity needs and energy consumption during vehicle operation,
resulting in increased autonomy.

• A possible solution would be for next-generation electric chargers to incorporate spe-
cific hardware for collecting and transmitting acquired data, as well as for reading
and updating the battery model on the vehicle’s hardware. This could be achieved
through wireless communication between the vehicle and the electric charger. Further-
more, to ensure interoperability between different vehicles, battery types, and electric
chargers, the definition of specific standards and protocols is necessary to guarantee
interoperability among all involved systems.

The collaboration and joint efforts of all relevant industries, including the automotive
industry, battery manufacturers, electric charger manufacturers, and others, will be required.

4.1.2. Smart V2G Control and Grid Integration

Smart V2G charging strategies can reduce electricity costs for consumers, maximize
the use of renewable energy sources, increase the EV hosting capacity, and minimize their
impact on the electrical grid. V2G may even support the grid during peak demand through
peak shaving, during grid congestion or overloads, and be oriented to other grid support
services. However, a sophisticated communication infrastructure may be required for
real-time information between EV customers, the aggregator or electro-mobility service
provider, the charging point operator, and distribution system operator so that charging
activities can be monitored and controlled.

In the near future, DSOs will face technical challenges and increased complexity in
the operation of electrical grids due to the widespread adoption of EVs. Smart control
strategies often require the coordination of large EV fleets, which can be carried out in a
centralized or decentralized manner, involving more collaboration among new EV actors
and stakeholders. Thus, advanced communication technologies are crucial for ensuring
effective and stable smart operation.

Centralized decision making for EV charging is led by a central operator or aggregator,
who receives the data from EVs and the electrical grid and decides the optimal schedul-
ing [112]. These central coordination methods can reach globally optimal solutions due
to higher computing resources but at higher communication and data exchange require-
ments [113], centralized data repository, and adequate synchronization. For example, [114]
proposes a central V2G aggregation framework to mitigate voltage and frequency devia-
tions of the grid. Ref. [115] present profit maximization from the EV aggregator perspective,
including the provision of ancillary services, the optimal V2G dispatch, and the design of
TOU prices for EV clusters. Ref. [116] implement a genetic algorithm for a valley-filling EV-
charging scheme, solving grid congestion and overloading. Ref. [117] propose microgrid
dispatch optimization.

In contrast, decentralized or distributed charging scheduling is developed in such a
way that EV owners can communicate upstream by sending and receiving signals [112]. The
data exchange between agents is reduced, and the decision-making process is carried out
locally. For example, ref. [118] propose decentralized cooperative EV-charging management
among charging stations, through an urgency priority factor, user satisfaction, and trafo
overloads. Another distributed charging schedule is presented by [119], in which each EV
can contribute to overload mitigation, reached iteratively in a distributed way.

Apart from decentralized or distributed optimization problems, price-based and market-
based approaches can be also categorized as decentralized or distributed charging strategies.

Time-of-use pricing is the most common price-based approach, which involves prede-
fined rate schedules or fixed time periods and encourages them to charge the EV, normally
during off-peak prices [120], paying attention to bill optimization [121]. Other dynamic
pricing schemes [122] are conceived to influence the EV-charging schedule based on current
grid conditions, toward the network power loss and electricity cost minimization, peak
load reduction, voltage regulation, and overload minimization. [123] make use of dynamic
tariffs to schedule EVs and provide up- and downregulation. Ref. [124] propose a real-time
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pricing control of EV parking stations under DSO control for cost reductions and grid
stability. Indeed, real-time pricing methods mainly require real-time data, bidirectional
communication flow, low latency, and quick response times.

Market-based programs rely on the effective exchange of information between EV
owners, charging points, EV aggregators, and grid operators to coordinate and manage the
response of EVs to grid signals and market conditions. EVs should be able to communicate
their available capacity for grid services and respond to grid signals to provide support
when needed. For example, frequency regulation services require high-resolution frequency
measurements and low-latency communication to be able to react according to frequency
dynamics [113]. Thus, automated control and algorithms are essential for scheduling
and controlling EV charging. Ref. [125] optimize pool combinations of commercial EVs
in frequency and auction spot markets. Similarly, ref. [126] present EVs participating in
the energy and regulation market through V2G managed by a central aggregator. V2G
control is experimentally demonstrated for primary frequency regulation in [127]. Ref. [128]
minimize the load variance in the grid via a blockchain-based V2G trading system.

Nowadays, transactive energy and local energy markets are emerging in contrast to
traditional centralized energy models to offer potential benefits, such as grid flexibility,
increased renewable energy integration, cost savings for EV users, and greater consumer
engagement. Ref. [129] propose the optimal matching of virtual communities, including
V2G flexibility.

Several limitations regarding communication are identified in the context of smart
EV charging:

• Ideal communication networks are usually modelled in the literature. The impact of
realistic communication systems in the data exchange between EVs and the charging
station located in multiple nodes of the distribution system was studied in [130].

• There is a lack of application of related standards in communication protocols nowa-
days. Apart from the existing ISO 15118 and OCPP, other standard two-way commu-
nication protocols are required upstream, with the eMSPs and with grid operators and
EV owners.

Therefore, several technical challenges should be addressed for effective and smart
EV charging:

• Real-time advanced metering and communications infrastructure is required for sys-
tem operation to integrate EV flexibility. One suggestion moves in the direction of
incorporating grid communications into the charging infrastructure or service provider
premises to enable future bidirectional charging and other power system services.

• More advanced control and communication functionalities in the vehicle. The effective
compatibility of electrical communications with vehicles, charge point operators, elec-
tric mobility service providers, and the power system is required to go forward [131].

• Smart V2G strategies should rely on highly reliable and scalable two-way communica-
tion networks, with low latency and an affordable cost to be deployed on a large scale.

• Smart EV charging involves the exchange of sensitive data, such as user information
or payment details. Ensuring data security and privacy should be essential.

• The communication infrastructure and data exchange needs vary depending on which
control approach will be selected and deployed:

# Centralized decision-making approaches require high communication, data ex-
change requirements, synchronization, and a centralized data repository. They
are less scalable, so there is a need to monitor and control all EVs and stations.

# Decentralized or distributed charging scheduling requires reduced data ex-
change, but EVs should be able to send and receive signals upstream, from
the charging operators, aggregators, grid operators, and/or EV users. In most
cases, the EV is dynamically controlled based on price, market, or grid condi-
tions. Thus, real-time data, bidirectional communication flow, low latency, and
quick response times are needed to coordinate efficiently decentralized systems.
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• Increasingly, reliable communication with the grid operator will be a must. Price-based
and market-based programs rely on the effective exchange of information between
all EV stakeholders, being able to communicate local decisions (e.g., price, flexibility)
at a given time and manage the EV response based on price signals, the grid, and/or
market conditions.

4.1.3. Power Electronics

The growing decommissioning of conventional synchronous generation based on
fossil fuels to install new decentralized renewable generation or storage systems, which
are connected to the grid using electronic power converters, has increased the stability
problems in the electric system [132]. In this way, grid-forming (GF) control techniques
that endow these converters with the ability to regulate the grid voltage amplitude and
frequency and provide inertia to the system are very interesting to apply in these new
generation and storage systems, with the aim of mitigating these instabilities [132,133].

On the other hand, the growing number of EVs integrated in the grid may also create
stability and overload problems. Hence, V2G services may help to mitigate these problems
since the EV would operate as a flexible storage system, providing frequency regulation,
peak shaving, or grid balancing [134].

In this way, the combination of V2G with GF control techniques is being explored
to improve the ancillary services provided by the EVs connected to the grid [132]. This
combination can be given by a bidirectional AC/DC charger [135] for every EV [136,137].
For this type of charger, a control technique to adjust the inertia of a V2G virtual syn-
chronous machine (V2G-VSM) is proposed in [136], limiting the frequency change rate of
the converter. In [138], a bidirectional charger topology, without electrolytic capacitors, is
also proposed to provide grid-forming capabilities.

The combination of V2G and GF can also be implemented through a hybrid AC/DC
grid, which contains an AC/DC converter and several DC/DC converters associated
with every EV connected to a DC grid (see Figure 12) [139]. Therefore, it is possible to
benefit from the DC distribution grid advantages, such as lower cable costs and losses
than AC networks, asynchronous grid connection, or no proximity and skin effects, among
others. For this kind of solution, in [139], a V2G-VSM is proposed, based on synchronverter
technology, to regulate the AC grid voltage amplitude and frequency, also considering
the SOC of every EV battery. However, the effect of inertia and damping is not studied in
detail [136], and communications between the VSM and the EV are required to determine
the VSM power reference and droop coefficient.
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As has been commented, a DC distribution grid for EV connection provides several
advantages. However, several main challenges must be met to provide robust ancillary
services based on V2G-GF, with distributed EV connection:

• Reliable communication system to modify the VSM dynamic response depending on
the SOC of EV batteries. In this sense, features such as inertia or droop control should
be reconfigured in real time under different SOCs, battery failures, or unplanned EV
connections/disconnections.

• Grid-forming control techniques that are able to regulate the DC bus voltage and,
simultaneously, the AC voltage frequency, providing, additionally, inertia to the
electric system, are required. These control methods could be designed with or
without communication requirements [140].

• Novel tuning methods should be researched for this kind of V2G-GF control technique,
since the regulation of the DC bus voltage will affect the dynamic response of the
associated VSM, even under SOC stable conditions. In this way, tuning methods [141]
that approximate the V2G-GF performance to the ideal GF behavior (that does not
regard the DC side) represent a relevant challenge.

4.1.4. Non-Intentional Emissions

Due to the switching operation of the inverters included in electric vehicle (EV)
chargers, EV-charging processes (EVCPs) generate conducted non-intentional emissions
(NIEs) at the switching frequency of these inverters (above 10 kHz) and their multiples [142].
These high-amplitude and time-variant NIEs may lead to audible noise, malfunction of
equipment, or voltage drops, in addition to degrading the proper performance of power
line communication (PLC) technologies operating in this frequency range [143–146].

In recent years, several works have addressed the characterization of these conducted
emissions, especially covering the supraharmonic frequency band (2–150 kHz). For instance,
in [147], the conducted emissions generated by electric bus inductive charging are studied,
with the conclusion that the emissions do not decrease with frequency and that they
can be as high as the Compatibility Levels (CLs) at specific frequencies. In [148], the
long-term variations in the conducted NIEs were measured at three different EV-charging
infrastructures in the frequency and time domains. This study concludes that the higher
the number of EVs connected to the grid, the higher the amplitude of the NIEs. In [142],
the emissions generated by two different EVs are presented in the frequency domain,
pointing out that the conducted emissions depend on both the characteristics of the charger
and the EV under study. Other authors [149–151] also study the spectral characteristics
of NIEs, where the magnitude and dominant frequencies of the emissions generated by
twelve, ten, and eight EVCPs, respectively, are determined. [152] show a comparison of the
emissions generated by EVCPs in the 2–150 kHz frequency range in a laboratory test stand
and in the LV grid, concluding that the grid parameters may affect the amplitude of these
emissions. Other authors, in turn, have conducted investigations in laboratory scenarios
under controlled conditions, in order to avoid external and variable grid effects. In [153], the
conducted emissions generated by two EV models considering different charging currents
are characterized in the frequency and time domains using a Line Impedance Stabilization
Network (LISN) for frequencies up to 500 kHz.

By contrast, the emissions generated by V2G processes have not yet been widely ad-
dressed by the scientific community. Authors in [154,155] analyze the conducted emissions
generated by a V2G system at a reconstructed LV grid in Vienna, highlighting the existence
of both narrowband and broadband emissions in the 9–150 kHz frequency band, as well as
identifying their main cause of occurrence. The waveforms recorded in different conditions
of this V2G process have also been used to perform a statistical comparison of CISPR
16-1-1 and LightQP methods [156], CISPR 16-1-1, IEC 61000-4-7, and IEC 61000-4-30 meth-
ods [157]. Therefore, the NIE generated by novel V2G technologies is still a phenomenon
to be addressed by laboratory and field measurements.
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According to the literature, the spectral and time characteristics of the emissions
generated by EVs during their charging process depend on the EV model, SoC, charging
current, and EVCS under study [150,153,158]. Some EVCPs, as depicted in Figure 13a, show
narrowband emissions occurring at certain frequencies, corresponding to the switching
frequency of the inverter (16 kHz) and its multiples. For other charging processes, in turn,
the spectral pattern of the NIEs is in the form of colored noise, decreasing with frequency
(amplitudes from 79 dBµV to 48 dBµV), as observed in Figure 13b in the 70–500 kHz
frequency range.
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Regarding the time-dependent behavior of the NIEs, the procedure for the time
characterization presented in [158] based on a Fast Fourier-Transform (FFT) analysis, leads
to the conclusion that the emissions generated by EVCPs vary within the fundamental
period of the mains (20 ms). In Figure 14, as an example, the emissions generated by
a certain EVCP with respect to time (vertical axis) and frequency (horizontal axis) are
represented by means of a spectrogram. Figure 14 shows tonal emissions (around 47 kHz
and 94 kHz), whose central frequency oscillates periodically with time [153].
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The time-dependent behavior of this type of emission was specifically studied in [159],
where a periodic pattern with a repetition rate of 41 Hz (24.4 ms) was reported. A similar
time-dependent behavior (25 ms) of these tonal emissions was also observed in [151]. These
fast time variations may have detrimental effects on the quality of PLC technologies by
jeopardizing the operation of the channel estimation and equalization processes.

Finally, it should be noted that the conducted emissions generated by electronic equip-
ment have been proven to propagate from the LV grid through the medium-voltage (MV)
grid [158,160–162]. Although, in [158], it was concluded that the amplitude of the emissions
generated by EVCPs generally decreases with the distance, resonance effects in the grid
impedance may cause a noticeably higher amplitude at specific frequencies [158,163]. For
this reason, several authors have characterized the grid impedance in the presence of
EVCPs [154,164,165], in order to obtain knowledge about how changes in the impedance
during the EVCPs affect the amplitude and propagation of NIEs.

Regarding V2G processes, the influence of the power electronic components compris-
ing the charging station is studied in [166] based on simulations, while [154] analyzes the
effect of this technology on the grid impedance by means of empirical trials for frequencies
up to 150 kHz.

4.1.5. Electromagnetic Interference (EMI)

The measurement framework for the characterization of the conducted emissions in
the distribution grid is not fully defined. For frequencies below 9 kHz, the power quality
(PQ) regulation is well established, since the issues related to waveform distortions have
been studied for decades. The regulatory challenges related to electromagnetic interferences
still to be solved can be found in frequencies above 9 kHz. That is the reason why this
section focuses on this frequency range.

Measurement Methods for EMI above 9 kHz

The phenomena of conducted disturbances in the distribution grid were not addressed
by standardization bodies related to the power quality up to the development of the power
line communications. The first standards defining measurement methods and limits were
published in the last few decades. Nevertheless, EMC coordination is needed to define a
consistent measurement framework.

The IEC 61000-4-30:2015 [167] standard defines the PQ methods for measurements
in the low-voltage (LV) grid. The Annex C of this standard proposes three measurement
approaches (none of them normative for grid measurements) for the characterization of
the conducted emission in the 9–150 kHz range: CISPR 16 receivers [168], an extension
IEC 61000-4-7 Annex B method [169], and an alternative method described in the same
standard [167].

The CISPR 16 receivers [168] were defined several decades ago to quantify the radio
interferences. This instrument is based on a heterodyne receiver followed by a quasi-peak
detector, which subsequently scans the desired frequency band to assess the worst-case
scenario. Studies have concluded that this method presents several drawbacks when
it is applied to grid measurements, such as reproducibility issues, the lack of a reliable
technique to measure the energy (RMS values) of the emissions, and the high complexity of
implementing the method in existing PQ platforms [170–172].

The IEC 61000-4-7 [169] method was originally defined for the 2–9 kHz band. The
Annex C of IEC 61000-4-30 suggests its extension to the 9–150 kHz range, but there is
no guidance on how to extend this technique to upper frequencies. The original method
implements a short-time Fourier Transform (STFT), using non-overlapped rectangular
windows of 200 ms, followed by a spectral grouping to compute the spectra of the mea-
surements with a resolution bandwidth of 200 Hz. The third technique is the alternative
method described in Annex C of the IEC 61000-4-30 standard [167]. This method relies
on an STFT, based on rectangular windows of 0.5 ms, in which measurement gaps are
allowed to analyze only in 1 out of 16 measurement intervals. This method presents two
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main issues. Firstly, the resolution bandwidth is 2 kHz, which impedes comparisons of the
outputs with respect to those of the previous two methods. Secondly, 92% of the spectral
information is lost due to the measurement gaps.

Annex C of IEC 61000-4-30 [167], where the three methods are described, is an ‘in-
formative’ annex. Therefore, its implementation and usage are not mandatory for PQ
instrument manufacturers and grid operators, respectively. Moreover, this standard only
suggests methods to quantify the disturbance up to 150 kHz; however, the same type of
emissions measured below 150 kHz can be found up to 500 kHz. In the 150–500 kHz range,
a unique measurement technique is defined in standards, the CISPR 16 receiver. Nonethe-
less, it presents the same drawbacks as for frequencies below 150 kHz. Furthermore, there
is a lack of a normative methods for the characterization of grid emissions in the whole
9–500 kHz range, since all the proposed techniques, or application to grid measurements,
are suggested in ‘informative’ sections of PQ standards.

Apart from regulatory inconsistencies, the described standardized methods only
provide information of the emissions in the frequency domain. These outputs are obtained
by weighting the spectral information over fixed observation periods. Nevertheless, in the
results of these analyses, the impulsive disturbances are hidden, which have been proved to
interfere with power line communications (PLCs) and to provoke malfunctions on the rest
of the devices connected to the grid [173–176]. Therefore, the next-generation measurement
methods must analyze the emissions, not only in the time or frequency domain but also in
the joint time-frequency domain, to be able to provide information about the evolution over
the time of the emissions in different frequency ranges and, in particular, to characterize
the impulsive disturbances separately from the rest of the emissions.

Certain standardization bodies are addressing the inconsistencies in the measurement
framework for conducted emissions in the grid above 9 kHz. The CENELEC TC219 WG11
is working on the compilation of the state of the art of the conducted emissions in the
grid up to 500 kHz to show the need of defining a proper EMI measurement framework.
In the same spirit, the IEC SC77A WG9, which is in charge of the maintenance of IEC
61000-4-30, has been working during the last 4 years on defining and selecting the most
suitable method for the 9–150 kHz band. As a result of this work, the chosen method(s)
will be included in Ed.4 of IEC 61000-4-30, which is scheduled to come into force in 2025.

Several studies have been published addressing the challenge of defining measurement
methods for conducted emissions in the distribution grid. The Wavelet Approach [177]
relies on ‘wavelet package decomposition’ to compute the spectral components of the
measurements. In this technique, the signal is subsequently filtered and downsampled to
obtain 740 frequency bins of 200 Hz in the 2–150 kHz frequency range. The Subsampling
Approach [178] aims to reduce the complexity of the calculation process using an analogue
filter bank. These filters divide the whole 2–150 kHz range into the 10 bans of 15 kHz,
demanding fewer computational resources. The spectral components are then computed
using an STFT with a rectangular window of 0.5 ms. The RM-A [179] method is an
adaptation of the IEC 61000-4-7 Annex B method to obtain RMS values in the 9–150 kHz
band. This technique implements an STFT, with non-overlapped rectangular windows of
20 ms length, and a spectral grouping to obtain spectral outputs with 200 Hz resolution
bandwidth. The Light-QP [180] is an alternative technique to CISPR 16 to compute the
quasi-peak (QP) spectra in the 9–150 kHz band. The Light-QP relies on the RM-A method
to compute the spectral components and implements a digital QP detector to provide the
QP values of the measurements. Finally, the Statistical-QP [181], which also relies on the
RM-A method, applies a statistical conversion to the RMS spectra in order to estimate the
QP values in the distribution grid.

EMI Emission Limits

In parallel to the work on the measurement techniques, the limits for conducted
emissions have been defined by standardization committees. The IEC 61000-2-2:2002 +
A1:2017 + A2:2018 [182] defines the maximum amplitude for the intentional and non-
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intentional emissions in the distribution grid up to 150 kHz. These reference levels defined
as the combination of the emissions generated by all the equipment connected to the grid,
also known as compatibility levels (CLs), were established to avoid interferences on PLCs
and are intended to be met in 95% of the locations and time, since it is assumed that it is
impossible to have the whole distribution grid under control continuously.

As a complementary reference to the CL, several standards define the emission limits
generated by particular equipment. In this line, EN 50065-1 [183] defines the amplitude
limits for the PLC transmissions, not only for the intentional emissions injected into the
corresponding transmission channel but also for the spurious out-of-band emissions. Ad-
ditionally, standards CISPR 14-1:2020 [184] and CISPR 15:2018 [185] define the emission
limits for household ‘appliances, electric tools and similar apparatus’ and emission limits
for ‘electrical lighting and similar equipment’, respectively.

Nonetheless, there are families of devices that are not covered by any standard, and,
therefore, there are no emission limits that have been stated for them. In the meantime,
a coherent proposal for these types of devices without specific regulations would be to
use the CL as an upper reference for the emission limits of any specific instrument not
covered by any standard, together with a reasonable margin. Accordingly, a tentative
proposal is to consider emission limits of an amplitude 9 dB below to the corresponding
CL at that frequency.

EMC Challenges Related to EVs

EVCSs are known for injecting non-intentional high-amplitude disturbances. Nonethe-
less, there is a lack of limits for the disturbances generated by these specific devices.
Following the criteria explained before, one of the most relevant challenges that should
be addressed in the near future is the definition of the emission limits for the EVCS or
alternatively to use the reference of the CL with a safety margin of 9 dB below the corre-
sponding CL.

The propagation of the conducted emissions generated during the charging process,
together with the phenomena related to the aggregation of emissions from several EVCSs
in a small area, needs to be characterized, in order that EMC measurement procedures can
be completed.

In addition, the maximum total supraharmonic value (TSHV), which is the summation
of the energy of the emissions in a specific band, should be defined for EVCS emissions in
order to limit the impact on the thermal stress produced by these disturbances in the rest of
the equipment connected to the distribution grid.

4.2. Sustainability Challenges

V2G represents an innovative interaction between electric vehicles and the power
grid, holding the potential to transform mobility and energy sustainability [186]. This
section scrutinizes the challenges and opportunities concerning EV batteries, charging
infrastructure, end users, and the environmental impact assessment associated with V2G.

4.2.1. EV Batteries

Batteries pose three primary sustainability challenges in V2G [187–189]: battery degra-
dation due to V2G, battery capacity, and battery durability. Several authors like [187–190]
emphasize that frequent V2G charging and discharging could expedite battery degradation,
potentially leading to increased electronic waste and additional consumption of natural
resources used in battery production and disposal. Conversely, studies [190,191] suggest
that the impact of this degradation due to V2G might be minimal compared to daily battery
wear. Moreover, certain battery chemistries exhibit heightened sensitivity to premature
aging when subjected to frequent charging and discharging in V2G scenarios [192]. This
finding underscores the importance of understanding different battery chemistry behaviors
when assessing charging strategies and V2G applications [192].
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Enhanced battery capacity can reduce emissions and displace electric load, positively
impacting the environment by reducing the carbon footprint [189]. However, inadequate
capacity might shorten the battery lifespan, leading to increased electronic waste and
natural resource demand for production and disposal [186]. This debate emphasizes the
need to balance energy efficiency with sustainability in V2G environments.

The relationship between battery durability and DOD holds significant environmental
implications [192,193]. It has been observed that higher DOD, depending on battery chem-
istry, can accelerate aging and degradation [188]. Instead, ref. [193] indicate that the effects
might be less severe. This discrepancy highlights the importance of understanding the
interplay between V2G operation, battery lifespan, and environmental impact, considering
diverse battery chemistries and their specific behaviors in V2G operations.

4.2.2. Grid and Charging Systems

One of the most promising opportunities presented by V2G is its potential to provide
grid reliability, avoiding the need for activating unsustainable power plants [190,194–196].
Thus, V2G could contribute to grid stability and emission reductions during periods of
higher environmental impact energy demand [190,195]. However, integrating electric
vehicles into the energy infrastructure for V2G also presents challenges concerning VE
setup for V2G support, power electronics, grid stability, and energy mix uncertainty.

Regarding VE setup, the geographical dispersion and limited capacity of individual
EV batteries hinder providing reliable and consistent energy at a large scale [197]. A
solution proposed in the literature for more efficient V2G involves heavy-duty EV fleets
(buses, trucks, etc.) [190,193]. The aggregated capacity and centralized deployment of
these fleets [196], along with the predictability of EV deployment to support the grid [192],
allow for a more reliable, consistent, and planned energy supply, minimizing fluctuations
that could arise with dispersed individual EVs and enabling more precise estimates of EV
availability to support the grid. However, sudden charging and discharging of a large EV
fleet during V2G technology application could cause voltage fluctuations that might impact
grid stability [188].

Other issues concerning V2G are the harmonic distortions and voltage anomalies that
charging controllers of EV batteries might generate [188]. Thus, synchronous compensators
or active power filters are necessary, potentially increasing the environmental impact due
to new natural resource utilization [196]. The same applies to power electronics, such as
additional converters and wiring [188], required to enable V2G. Hence, careful assessment
is needed to determine if the potential environmental benefits outweigh the technology’s
environmental costs [188,192,193].

V2G allows one to offset renewable source intermittency, maintaining grid stabil-
ity and balancing energy supply and demand through controlled energy storage and
release [190,191,196,197]. Furthermore, V2G enables the establishment of more sustainable
microgrids, where local renewable energy sources combine with storage via electric vehicles
to meet local demands [190,191,196,197].

Moreover, regional influences (energy mix, number of EVs, EV and energy hourly
profile, etc.) and variability between the supply and demand of the electrical supply have
been shown to significantly impact the V2G equation [186,189,191].

Finally, there is a recognized need to establish a standard for the environmental impact
assessment of V2G systems, such as Product Category Rules (PCRs) [198], to enable accurate
environmental comparisons and make decisions aligned with sustainable development.

4.2.3. Challenges from Users

The successful implementation of V2G for individual electric vehicles faces multiple
challenges, such as battery degradation concerns [187,194], sensitivity to V2G contract con-
straints [187,197], and uncertainty about vehicle availability for V2G operations [187,197].
The lack of sustainable business models and specific regulatory incentives limits its adop-
tion [188,195] while concerns about cybersecurity [188,197] and the lack of accurate models
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for predicting energy consumption pose technical challenges [197]. Socioeconomic and
political aspects influence user understanding of benefits [189,192] and profitability [190].

The adoption of V2G by individual users is affected by distrust [191], high inconvenient
costs [186], and uncertainty about the economic benefits [189,197]. All these challenges
hinder the successful implementation of V2G systems for individual electric vehicles [193].

4.2.4. Challenges in Environmental Impact Assessment

V2G systems help reduce the environmental impact of electric vehicle systems [186,189,
191,193,194,197]. However, studies like [186,189,191,193,194,197] suggest that accurately
assessing V2G’s environmental impact requires a comprehensive approach, considering
not only the vehicle’s direct emissions but also grid management, battery durability and
lifespan, charging patterns, vehicle battery management, and the accuracy of simulation
models. Similarly, ref. [195] highlight that one of the major challenges in assessing V2G’s
environmental impact is the considerable variation in GHG emissions from electricity
among different regions due to the uncertainty present in each, affecting the accuracy of
the results [191,195].

This emphasizes the importance of further research and technology development
to fully understand and quantify V2G’s environmental impact, indicating complexities
and considerations that need to be addressed when assessing the environmental impli-
cations of this technology [188]. Additionally, ref. [190] emphasize the importance of the
life cycle assessment (LCA) to analyze the environmental impact of V2G technology im-
plementation, as it allows for the assessment of environmental impacts before and after
technology implementation.

Ultimately, the primary challenge remains in the scarcity of essential information
necessary to calculate the environmental impact of V2G.

5. Conclusions

In this study, a comprehensive review of the current state, benefits, and challenges of
V2G is provided. Firstly, a detailed description of V2G and its main benefits is provided.
Then, the role of communications is introduced as well as an in-depth revision of the
main technologies and standards and their role within the V2G framework. In this sense,
the importance of reliable and efficient communication protocols for enabling seamless
interaction between EVs and the grid is highlighted. Finally, the main challenges of V2G
are described, following different technological, regulatory, and sustainable criteria.

V2G is a very promising technique that can contribute to boosting the introduction
of EVs within the electricity system, beyond classical uniliteral charging, and serves as
mobile DER when required, helping to smooth demand curves and small power shortages.
In addition, it can contribute to the achievement of the environmental goals established
in the European Green Deal, primarily contributing to sustainable mobility and climate
action. However, V2G faces several challenges, such as the degradation of batteries, the
grid integration, the power electronics as well as the non-intentional emissions and their
effect over other assets and related EMI issues. In this sense, this work proposes some
useful insights to tackle them and highlight the key role of strong, reliable, and efficient
communications as well as advanced control systems. As an overall conclusion, the future
success of V2G requires interdisciplinary collaboration and stakeholder engagement in over-
coming those challenges, and there are opportunities for addressing some of them through
communication as well as regulatory and environmental solutions. In this sense, this study
provides useful information for regulators, utilities, manufacturers, and researchers in their
respective work and initiatives within V2G.
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